CREDIT RISK REPORTS AND SERVICES
CONDUCT BUSINESS WITH CONFIDENCE

Comprehensive data
on 247 million+
entities from over
230 countries

Access expertise
in the MEA region

Instant downloads
from 15 euros

Detailed reports
from 60 euros

Reduce your risks and protect your business
Cedar Rose Credit Risk Reports

can provide you with a comprehensive
view of the financial health and
potential credit risk of your
customers, partners or suppliers.
With complete and accurate
information on your business
network, you can definitively verify
the creditworthiness and financial
reliability of people and organisations
that you do business with.

Our CR Score summary tool
presents the information you need
in a visual, simple to follow format
using the very latest AI technology
for data analysis.

Minimise
your risk

With instant access downloads and
tailored reports delivered within 1-10
business days, you can protect your
business and start making informed
decisions quickly and confidently.

Avoid unpaid invoices
and bad debt

Forecast and plan
more confidently

Robust, reliable reporting tailored to your needs
Customised reports focused
on what you want to know

No volume commitment so you
stay in control of your budget

Real-Time Access

Save time sifting through information
that you don’t need. Cedar Rose
tailored reports include only the data
points relevant to your business needs.

Access single reports when you
need them with no minimum
volume commitment.

Integrate Cedar Rose reporting into
your system fast, via APIs, so you
receive up-to-date reports in real-time.

If high volume reporting is what your
business needs, you can benefit from
Cedar Rose discounted pricing on
higher volume commitments.

Our instant downloads are also
available in Docx, XML and PDF
format for easy sharing across
your teams.

You can also combine credit risk and
compliance screening in one report
to ensure you fulfil any regulatory
obligations for protection against
potential financial and
reputational losses.

Automate
your Credit Risk
Management
The business landscape is constantly
changing. Our ongoing Credit Monitoring
service alerts you instantly if one of the
businesses you deal with changes status.
Stay informed and make appropriate, timely
decisions for your business with instant status
updates on bankruptcy, liquidation, change
of ownership, legal status, or reduction in
financial standing.

Prompt payments
are vital: Trade Rate
Your Customer
Mitigate the risks of late payments with our
robust, verified rating system. We invite
anyone who finds their customer listed in our
database to rate their payment experience
and join our Trade Rate Scheme.
Benefit from the verified and collective
experience of suppliers and vendors to
avoid low-rated customers
Understand the reputation of potential
customers in advance to avoid the cash
flow issues that come with late payments
Join the global push for prompt payments
with the Trade Rate Your Customers scheme.

Tried and tested
reports refined
by credit experts
Comprehensive analysis using
our unique algorithms
Competitive pricing and
no long-term contracts
Instant single report downloads
via online credit card or Paypal
payment in GBP, EUR or USD
Flexible turnaround time
of 1-10 business days for
fully customised reports

Manage your credit risk more effectively with Cedar Rose
+357 25 346630
cedar-rose.com
info@cedar-rose.com
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